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by Brad Cave

By invalidating a U.S. Department of 
Labor (DOL) regulation that states tips are 
the property of employees, the U.S. 10th Cir-
cuit Court of Appeals (whose rulings apply 
to employers in Wyoming, Colorado, Kan-
sas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Utah) re-
jected an employee’s wage claim based on her 
employer’s practice of keeping all tips. But 
Wyoming employers should be aware that 
the court’s ruling may not apply to tipped 
employees in Wyoming.

Caterer kept tips but paid 
more than minimum wage

Relish Catering regularly receives 
tips from its customers in the form of a 
gratuity added to their final catering bill 
at the end of an event. Relish retains the 
tips for itself rather than passing them 
along to employees who work at the 
events. However, it pays its employees 
at or above the federal minimum wage 
of $7.25 per hour as well as time and a 
half for overtime and doesn’t rely on 
any sort of tip credit to meet the mini-
mum wage.

Bridgette Marlow believed Relish 
was required to turn over her share of 
the catering tips under the Fair Labor 
Standards Act (FLSA). Despite mak-
ing $12 per hour (and $18 an hour for 
overtime), she sued Relish and Brett 
Tucker, a manager and part owner of 
the company, alleging they violated the 

minimum wage provisions of the FLSA 
by retaining the tips.

Restrictions apply only 
when tip credit is taken

Marlow argued that by retaining all 
of the tips, Relish was essentially pay-
ing employees below minimum wage. 
For example, she suggested that if she 
received her $12 hourly wage but Rel-
ish retained $11 in tips for each hour she 
worked, the result was the same as if 
it turned over all of the tips to her and 
paid her a $1 hourly wage. In essence, 
she argued that the company could be 
paying less than the required amount 
for tipped employees.

The 10th Circuit didn’t bite on Mar-
low’s rationale. The court stated that it 
doesn’t matter where the money to pay 
wages comes from as long as the com-
pany pays at least the minimum wage 
required under the FLSA. The court 
rejected Marlow’s argument that the 
FLSA’s tip-credit provision applied to 
her case because Relish doesn’t take a 
tip credit.

The FLSA tip-credit provision al-
lows employers of “tipped employees” 
to pay a reduced hourly wage of $2.13 
as long as employees receive sufficient 
tips to raise their earnings to the $7.25 
hourly minimum. But the provision ap-
plies only if the employer counts tips 
toward the minimum wage, said the 
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court. The tip-credit provision doesn’t apply if the employer 
doesn’t count tips toward the minimum and instead pays the 
full hourly minimum wage.

The court stated that the FLSA tip-credit provision doesn’t 
require that employers turn over all tips to employees in all 
circumstances, as Marlow argued. Instead, when an employer 
doesn’t take the tip credit, the tip-credit provision imposes no 
restrictions on what it may do with tips as long as it pays an 
hourly wage above $7.25.

DOL’s tip ownership regulation invalid
Marlow relied extensively on a 2011 DOL regulation that 

provides:

Tips are the property of the employee whether or not 
the employer has taken a tip credit under section 3(m) 
of the FLSA. The employer is prohibited from using an 
employee’s tips, whether or not it has taken a tip credit, 
for any reason other than that which is statutorily per-
mitted in section 3(m): As a credit against its minimum 
wage obligations to the employee, or in furtherance of a 
valid tip pool.

From the language of the regulation, it would seem that Mar-
low had a valid claim. But the 10th Circuit said not so fast and 
looked at whether the DOL had the authority to implement the 
regulation in the first place.

Relying on U.S. Supreme Court precedent, the 10th Circuit 
pointed out that federal agencies may create rules only to fill 
“ambiguities” or “gaps” in statutes. In a “friend-of-the-court” 
brief, the federal government argued that the FLSA is silent on 
the issue of who “owns” tips when an employer doesn’t take the 
tip credit, and therefore, the DOL had the authority to create a 
tip ownership rule to fill that gap.

Despite the 9th Circuit’s acceptance of that argument, the 
10th Circuit disagreed with it, finding that nothing in the FLSA 
directs the DOL to regulate the ownership of tips when the em-
ployer doesn’t take the tip credit. Because the FLSA limits the 
tip restrictions to employers that take the tip credit, the DOL 
lacked the authority to regulate otherwise.

The court invalidated the DOL’s tip ownership regulation, 
finding it was beyond the agency’s authority, and affirmed the 
lower court’s judgment in favor of the employer. Marlow v. The 
New Food Guy, Inc., No. 16-1134 (10th Cir., June 30, 2017).

Wyoming law
The 10th Circuit’s opinion is good news for employers with 

tipped employees. However, Wyoming employers need to be 
aware that Wyoming has a statute that governs tips much like 
the DOL regulation the 10th Circuit rejected. The statute directs 
that “tips and gratuities received by an employee or employees 
shall be the sole property of such employee or employees and 
not payable in whole or in part to the employer or any other 
person.” Although Wyoming courts haven’t interpreted the 
statute, the Wyoming attorney general has issued two opin-
ions explaining that the law permits tip-pooling or -sharing 

EEOC marks 50th anniversary of ADEA with 
discussion on discrimination. Experts invited to a 
June meeting of the Equal Employment Opportu-
nity Commission (EEOC) told of the continuing ef-
fects of age discrimination 50 years after passage of 
the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA). 
A 2017 AARP survey reports that nearly two-thirds 
of workers age 55 to 64 report their age as a bar-
rier to getting a job. Also, a 2015 survey using ré-
sumés for workers at various ages found significant 
discrimination in hiring for female applicants and 
the oldest applicants, according to Patrick Button, 
an assistant professor of economics at Tulane Uni-
versity and a researcher with the National Bureau 
of Economic Research Disability Research Center. 
Laurie McCann, a senior attorney for AARP Foun-
dation Litigation, called on the EEOC to strengthen 
ADEA protections and enforcement. John Chal-
lenger of the outplacement and career transition 
firm Challenger, Gray & Christmas said that older 
workers, particularly skilled workers, are being 
channeled out of the workforce, damaging the 
country’s economic health. If more older work-
ers stayed in the workforce, it would significantly 
reduce the skilled worker shortage in the United 
States, he said.

Obama-era guidance on joint employment, 
independent contractors withdrawn. On June 7, 
Secretary of Labor Alexander Acosta announced 
that the U.S. Department of Labor’s (DOL) 2015 
and 2016 informal guidance on joint employment 
and independent contractors has been withdrawn. 
The two guidance letters from the Obama admin-
istration—FLSA 2015-1 (dealing with independent 
contractors) and FLSA 2016-1 (dealing with joint 
employment)—narrowed the definition of indepen-
dent contractor and made more employers subject 
to joint-employer status. Acosta’s announcement 
said the DOL will continue to enforce both the Fair 
Labor Standards Act (FLSA) and the Migrant and 
Seasonal Agricultural Worker Protection Act even 
though the guidance letters have been withdrawn.

Executive Order expands apprenticeships, vo-
cational training. Secretary Acosta in June hailed 
President Donald Trump’s Executive Order to ex-
pand apprenticeships and vocational training. The 
order calls on the secretary of labor, in consultation 
with the secretaries of education and commerce, to 
propose regulations that promote the development 
of apprenticeship programs by industry and trade 
groups, nonprofit organizations, unions, and joint 
labor-management organizations. It also directs the 
DOL and the Commerce Department to promote 
apprenticeships to business leaders in critical in-
dustry sectors, including manufacturing, infrastruc-
ture, cybersecurity, and health care. D
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arrangements if the tips are shared only among the em-
ployees who served the tipping customers, provided the 
employer gets no part of the tips.

Would the Wyoming statute spoil Relish’s practice of 
keeping tips? Maybe not, because Relish simply adds the 
tip or service charge to its final catering bill rather than 
taking tips that are left for a particular employee. As a 
result, the tips Relish keeps are never “received by an 
employee or employees,” as the Wyoming statute states, 
but are paid directly by the customer to Relish. Even 
so, because of this statute, Wyoming employers should 
be cautious about keeping any part of the tips paid by 
customers.

Bottom line on tips
At present, here’s what an employer may do with 

tips under the FLSA (at least in the states covered by the 
10th Circuit’s decision with no contradictory state laws):

• If an employer uses the FLSA’s tip-credit provision, 
it may pay a reduced hourly wage of $2.13 to tipped 
employees (i.e., those who customarily and regularly 
receive more than $30 per month in tips) as long as 
the employees earn enough in tips to bring their 
total hourly wage to the $7.25 minimum.

• If tips are not sufficient to raise the total hourly 
wage to the minimum, the employer must pay the 
difference.

Extra breaks can be a required accommodation
by Paula Fleck

Q  One of our employees has a diabetic condition that 
causes her pain throughout the day. Her doctor has com-
pleted the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) medical 
certification and says she will need 15-minute breaks every 
two hours. That gives her two extra 15-minute breaks in an 
eight-hour day. Do the extra breaks count as intermittent 
FMLA leave?

A  If the employee is eligible for FMLA leave and her 
doctor has provided a medical certification stating 
that intermittent leave is medically necessary, then the 
extra breaks should be counted as intermittent FMLA 
leave. You should be aware that your employee’s dia-
betes generally will also be considered a disability 
under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). 
Consequently, you will have an obligation to provide 
a reasonable accommodation that allows her to per-
form the essential functions of her job. Additional un-
paid breaks can often be a reasonable accommodation 
if they don’t impose an undue hardship on the com-
pany, but be sure to engage in an interactive process 
with the employee to discuss accommodations, espe-
cially if she exhausts her FMLA leave.

Q  Does an employee have the right to have someone pres-
ent at his termination or disciplinary meeting?

A  If your employee is represented by a union, he is 
entitled to have a representative or coworker present at 
any meeting that might reasonably lead to discipline. 
That right doesn’t extend to nonunion employees. 
Consequently, nonunion employees aren’t entitled to 
have anyone else present at a disciplinary or termina-
tion meeting.

Q  We suspect some of our employees are using their office 
phones to make an excessive number of personal calls. Are 
we allowed to record employees’ conversations over our tele-
phone system?

A  Wyoming is a one-party consent state, meaning 
that telephone conversations may be recorded if one 
of the parties on the call consents to the recording. If 
you notify employees that any calls made on the com-
pany telephone system may be recorded and their use 
of the system constitutes their consent to being re-
corded, you should meet the consent requirement for 
Wyoming.

A possible issue arises if the other party on the line 
is in one of the 12 states that require both parties on a 
phone call to consent to recording. To avoid potential 
liability in those states, you could add an automatic 
message stating that calls may be recorded and con-
tinuation of the call constitutes the parties’ consent to 
being recorded (or require employees to start each call 
with the message).

Of course, it also makes sense to reinforce your expec-
tations about employees’ personal calls and explain 
that you believe their personal calls have become 
excessive.

We want to hear from you! Do you 
have perplexing employment law issues 
that you would like us to address? Each 
month, the editors will answer ques-
tions submitted by our readers. Please 
e-mail your questions to Paula Fleck at 
pfleck@hollandhart.com, and we’ll make 
every effort to answer them in upcoming 
newsletters. D

ASK THE EDITOR
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• If tips exceed the amount needed to raise the total 
hourly wage to the minimum, the excess tips go 
to the employee (or to multiple tipped employees 
through a valid tip pool).

• If the employer pays employees at or above the mini-
mum wage (i.e., it doesn’t use a tip credit), the em-
ployer may do what it wants with the tips, including 
retaining the tips itself.

Wyoming employers need to pay attention to state 
law in addition to the FLSA. Under Wyoming law, em-
ployers with tipped employees must pay at least $2.13 
per hour, provided the employees’ pay equals at least 
the applicable minimum hourly wage when combined 
with the tips they receive during a given pay period. 
Although the logic of the 10th Circuit’s opinion would 
seem to apply to Wyoming’s minimum wage statute, 
Wyoming employers are constrained by the separate 
statute that prohibits you from taking any tips from the 
employees who receive them.

The author may be reached at bcave@hollandhart.com. D
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Supreme Court delivers 
sermon on ERISA ‘church 
plan’ exemption

The Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 
(ERISA) generally requires private employers offering pension 
plans to adhere to a lengthy list of rules designed to ensure plan 
solvency and protect plan participants. Church plans, however, 
are exempt from those requirements. But what exactly con-
stitutes a “church plan”? The U.S. Supreme Court has just 
ruled—unanimously—on this issue.

Church-affiliated hospital pension plans
The case involved three church-affiliated nonprof-

its that run hospitals and other healthcare facilities. The 
hospitals offer defined-benefit pension plans to their 
employees. The plans were established by the hospitals 
themselves—not by a church—and are managed by in-
ternal employee benefits committees.

The three hospitals involved in the case were Advo-
cate Health Care Network, associated with the Evangeli-
cal Lutheran Church in America and the United Church 
of Christ; Saint Peter’s Health Care System, which is both 
owned and controlled by a Roman Catholic diocese; and 
Dignity Health, which maintains ties to the Catholic reli-
gious orders that initially sponsored some of its facilities.

A group of current and former employees filed class 
actions alleging that the hospitals’ pension plans didn’t 
fall within ERISA’s church-plan exemption because 
they weren’t established by a church. The district courts 
agreed with the employees, ruling that a plan must be 

established by a church to qualify for the exemption, and 
the appeals courts affirmed the district court’s ruling.

The U.S. Supreme Court, however, ruled 8-0 (Justice 
Neil Gorsuch didn’t participate in the case) that a plan 
maintained by a principal-purpose organization quali-
fies as a “church plan,” regardless of who established it.

Majority opinion
Justice Elena Kagan wrote the majority opinion. The 

definition of “church plan” came in two distinct phases, 
noted the Court. Initially, ERISA defined it as a “plan es-
tablished and maintained . . . for its employees . . . by a 
church or by a convention or association of churches.”

But in 1980, Congress amended the statute to ex-
pand the definition. Now, for purposes of the church-
plan definition, an “employee of a church” includes an 
employee of a church-affiliated organization, such as the 
hospitals in this case.

Congress in 1980 also added a provision stating that 
the definition of “church plan” includes a plan estab-
lished or maintained by an entity whose principal pur-
pose is to fund or manage a benefit plan for the employ-
ees of churches or church affiliates.

The intent of Congress, the Supreme Court con-
cluded, was to encompass a different type of plan in the 
definition—one that “should receive the same treatment 
(i.e., an exemption) as the type described in the old defi-
nition.” And these “newly favored plans” are described 
by the Court as those maintained by “principal-purpose 
organizations,” regardless of their origins.

In short, the Court stated that “because Congress 
deemed the category of plans ‘established and main-
tained by a church’ to ‘include’ plans ‘maintained by’ 
principal-purpose organizations, those plans—and all 
those plans—are exempt from ERISA’s requirements.” 
Advocate Health Care Network v. Stapleton, U.S. Supreme 
Court 581 U.S. ___ (June 5, 2017).

Sotomayor: Right decision, 
but a troubling one

Justice Sonia Sotomayor, in a concurring opin-
ion, noted that the majority opinion meant that “scores 
of employees—who work for organizations that look 
and operate much like secular businesses—potentially 
might be denied ERISA’s protections. In fact, it was the 
failure of unregulated ‘church plans’ that spurred cases 
such as these.”

While Sotomayor joined the majority opinion be-
cause she was “persuaded that it correctly interprets the 
relevant statutory text,” she was nonetheless “troubled 
by the outcome of these cases.” She noted that while 
Congress acted in 1980 to exempt plans established by 
orders of Catholic Sisters, “it is not at all clear that Con-
gress would take the same action today with respect to 
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some of the largest health-care providers in the coun-
try[,] . . . organizations [that] bear little resemblance to 
those Congress considered when enacting the 1980 
amendment.” D
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Best practices for employers 
under EEOC’s new SEP

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 
(EEOC) recently released its Strategic Enforcement Plan (SEP) 
for 2017 to 2021. The new plan replaces an earlier version is-
sued in 2012, but it isn’t a radical departure from the agency’s 
previous agenda. Employers hoping for a more employer-
friendly EEOC under the new administration may be disap-
pointed by the 2017 SEP.

The plan makes clear that the agency will continue to ag-
gressively investigate and litigate issues it sees as having the 
greatest impact on the development of the law or on promoting 
compliance across a large organization or industry. The EEOC 
expresses its intent to “focus on strategic impact” to be effective 
as a “national law enforcement agency,” despite its increas-
ingly limited funding and staffing.

The new plan focuses on developing substantive areas, in-
cluding the “gig economy,” “backlash” discrimination against 
Muslim and Middle Eastern employees, and discriminatory 
hiring and recruitment policies. It also makes clear that hot-
button topics from recent years are likely here to stay. Employ-
ers are strongly urged to develop practices now to help them 
avoid EEOC charges and withstand the agency’s scrutiny.

EEOC takes on ‘gig economy’
Today, employees are more likely than ever before 

to be temporary, part-time, leased, employed through a 
staffing agency, or employed by more than one employer. 
These days, more workers fall in that ill-defined gray 
zone between true independent contractors and employ-
ees. The “gig economy” is defined by the prevalence of 
short-term contracts and freelance work. In its SEP, the 
EEOC “adds a new priority to address issues related to 
complex employment relationships and structures in the 
21st century workplace, focusing specifically on tempo-
rary workers, staffing agencies, independent contractor 
relationships, and the on[-]demand economy.”

Employers that use those types of employment ar-
rangements must remember that “gig” workers can also 
allege discrimination or harassment. Don’t cut corners 
on training on your antidiscrimination and antiharass-
ment policies. Temporary employees may be viewed as 
easy targets for harassment, discriminatory treatment, or 
bullying. As the recent events at Uber have made clear, 
companies that grow quickly need to make sure they 
“grow up” by timely implementing clear and consistent 
policies and encouraging a culture of professionalism.

Discrimination against Muslim, 
Middle Eastern employees

Another focus area for the EEOC is “addressing 
discriminatory practices against those who are Muslim 
or Sikh, or persons of Arab, Middle Eastern, or South 
Asian descent, as well as persons perceived to be mem-
bers of these groups.” While it’s somewhat unusual for 
the EEOC to announce that it will specifically focus on 
particular religious groups or nationalities, the plan ex-
plains that strategic protection is necessary because of 
“backlash against [those groups] from tragic events in 
the United States and abroad.” It’s unclear how enforce-
ment of the issue will proceed under the new presiden-
tial administration.

Remember that you must provide employees rea-
sonable accommodations for religious observances, in-
cluding breaks for prayers. Appearance and dress code 
standards that arbitrarily ban or restrict beards, turbans, 
or head coverings likely will draw increased scrutiny 
from the EEOC. Backlash discrimination should be spe-
cifically covered in antidiscrimination training.

Barriers in recruitment and hiring
The EEOC restated its commitment to eliminat-

ing barriers in recruitment and hiring and added new 
details to its goal. Specifically, the EEOC will take aim 
at the lack of diversity in certain industries, including 
technology and police work, and the increasing use and 
impact of data-driven employment screening tools. Em-
ployers in targeted industries should continue to focus 
on recruiting a diverse workforce.

Employers that use online applications, algorithms, 
or similar data tools to screen applicants must be par-
ticularly careful. Those tools can provide a first look at 
applicants and assist hiring managers. However, you 
must know what parameters are used in the screenings 
and make sure you consider how the screenings could 
pre sent barriers (even unintentionally) for groups such 
as older workers, minorities, women, and people with 
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disabilities. For example, a screening tool that automati-
cally eliminates applicants with a long gap in employ-
ment may unintentionally have a disparate impact on 
women who left the workforce to care for a young fam-
ily. Date-of-birth inquiries could discriminate against 
older workers. Online application processes that aren’t 
accessible to people with disabilities present an obvious 
problem.

Screening applicants by checking their social media 
profiles also can be risky. Social media profiles may re-
veal more than a potential employer should know about 
employees’ religion or other protected characteristics.

Pregnancy discrimination,  
unequal pay, LGBT protections

The EEOC will continue to prioritize substantive is-
sues such as rooting out pregnancy discrimination, pre-
venting unequal pay, and protecting LGBT individuals 
from discrimination.

The EEOC has focused on accommodating employ-
ees’ pregnancy-related limitations. Employers are re-
minded that pregnant employees should be treated the 
same as nonpregnant employees with a similar ability 
or inability to work. Remember, if a pregnant employee 
hasn’t requested leave or a new role, you can’t force 
her to take leave or change roles because you believe 
she shouldn’t perform a certain job. At the same time, 
a pregnant employee who requests an accommodation 
should be treated the same as other employees who re-
quest accommodations.

The EEOC will continue to focus on equal pay. 
However, the SEP makes clear the agency won’t focus 
on equal pay strictly as a gender issue: “The Commis-
sion will also focus on compensation systems and prac-
tices that discriminate based on any protected basis.” 
The guidance reminds employers that pay differentials 
should be based on seniority, merit, or quantity or qual-
ity of production, not on protected characteristics.

Finally, as you likely know by now, the EEOC inter-
prets the prohibition against sex discrimination under 
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 as forbidding 
employment discrimination based on gender identity 
and sexual orientation. The agency has enjoyed great 
success in enforcing its position. It has obtained more 
than $6 mil lion in monetary relief for LGBT workers, 
required policy changes by employers, and convinced a 
growing number of courts to endorse its interpretation 
of Title VII.

The number of EEOC charges based on sexual ori-
entation or gender identity increased by 34 percent in 
2015. The agency is unlikely to slow down in its strate-
gic enforcement in this area, and you would do well to 
include sexual orientation and gender identity as pro-
tected characteristics in your equal employment and an-
tiharassment policies. The Human Rights Campaign has 

reported that the vast majority—89 percent—of Fortune 
500 companies already prohibit discrimination based on 
sexual orientation, and two-thirds prohibit discrimina-
tion based on gender identity. 

Bottom line
The EEOC expects employers to follow not only the 

laws it enforces but also its interpretations of those laws. 
Take the time to analyze your work environment re-
garding the issues in the agency’s SEP. Consider revising 
your policies and practices to more closely align them 
with the EEOC’s strategic positions. Your efforts will 
prove to be invaluable if your company faces an EEOC 
charge or investigation. D
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Lockheed Martin didn’t turn 
deaf ear to disabled employee’s 
accommodation request 

The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) protects dis-
abled employees in several ways, including by requiring em-
ployers to provide reasonable accommodations to enable dis-
abled employees to perform their job’s essential functions. Also, 
the ADA generally prohibits discrimination against disabled 
employees. Often, disgruntled former employees who have one 
type of claim will include as many ADA claims as they reason-
ably can when they file a lawsuit. Thus, ADA lawsuits often 
include claims for failure to accommodate and other forms of 
discrimination. 

Recently, Lockheed Martin Corp. faced a lawsuit that in-
cluded several ADA claims. In addition, the former employee 
threw in a claim for violations of the whistleblower protections 
of the federal False Claims Act (FCA). Fortunately for Lock-
heed, its HR department helped it avoid liability.

Two inconsistent investigations
Carter Cash, a technician at Lockheed, began wear-

ing hearing aids in 2011. Occasionally, he turned his 
hearing aids all the way down to reduce feedback. In 
2012, he received a written warning for poor perfor-
mance and low productivity. The warning included a 
complaint that he would turn off his hearing aids and 
not answer telephones.

In response, Cash’s audiologist wrote a letter to 
Lockheed’s HR department offering strategies for com-
municating with him. After receiving the letter, Cash’s 
supervisor met with coworkers about improving com-
munication with Cash. The employees, however, felt 
Cash’s hearing was selective.

In early 2013, Cash received another written warn-
ing for “continued unsatisfactory performance.” His 
supervisor placed him on a 90-day performance 
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improvement plan (PIP). Under the plan, Cash could be 
fired for failing to meet expectations at any time. At the 
end of 90 days, he had improved in four specific cat-
egories, but he still struggled with productivity. Thus, 
Lockheed fired him. 

Cash sued Lockheed for, among other things, failing 
to provide a reasonable accommodation in violation of 
the ADA and creating a hostile work environment. The 
trial court dismissed his claims, and he appealed.

Failure to accommodate
The 10th Circuit agreed with the trial court’s deci-

sion to dismiss Cash’s failure-to-accommodate claim. 
The ADA requires an employer to provide “reasonable 
accommodations” to a disabled employee unless doing 
so would impose an undue hardship on the business. 
The purpose of an accommodation is to help the em-
ployee perform his job’s essential functions despite his 
disability. The requirement to provide a reasonable ac-
commodation is triggered when the employee requests 
an accommodation. The request doesn’t have to be in 
writing or submitted formally, and it need not include 
any special language. It just has to make clear to the em-
ployer that the disabled employee wants assistance.

In this case, the 10th Circuit held that the audiolo-
gist’s letter qualified as an accommodation request be-
cause it notified Lockheed that Cash needed assistance 
at work because of his hearing loss. The supervisor 
meeting with employees to discuss communication 
strategies satisfied Lockheed’s obligation to provide a 
reasonable accommodation. The 10th Circuit held that 
Lockheed satisfied its obligation even though Cash did 
not attend the meeting. According to the court, Lock-
heed met the requirement to provide an accommodation 
by “considering Mr. Cash’s hearing loss, reviewing [the 
audiologist’s] recommended strategies for accommodat-
ing [the] disability, and conducting a meeting with Mr. 
Cash’s coworkers to discuss the strategies.”

Hostile work environment
The 10th Circuit also upheld the trial court’s dis-

missal of Cash’s hostile work environment claim. To 
succeed on the claim, Cash had to show that his work-
place was “permeated with discriminatory intimidation, 
ridicule, and insult that [was] sufficiently severe or per-
vasive to alter the conditions of [his] employment and 
create an abusive working environment.” Cash offered 
five pieces of evidence that his work environment was 
permeated with intimidation, ridicule, and insult:

(1) A coworker once yelled in his ear.

(2) Another coworker turned his back on him and 
“kept talking in meetings or called out to him and 
then lowered his voice or walked away.” 

(3) Coworkers complained that he turned down his 
hearing aids and had “selective hearing.” 

(4) His supervisor discussed coworkers’ complaints 
with him.

(5) A coworker unplugged his cell phone.

The 10th Circuit simply rejected Cash’s arguments 
that coworkers complaining and his supervisor discuss-
ing the complaints with him created a hostile work envi-
ronment. Cash even admitted that he turned down the 
volume of his hearing aids. 

The court stated that a single incident of a coworker 
yelling in Cash’s ear was not enough. Although a single 
incident may create a hostile work environment, Cash 
did not provide specifics about when or where the in-
cident allegedly occurred or evidence showing that it 
was done in a hostile manner. Finally, the court said that 
even if the yelling incident occurred and a coworker 
turned his back on Cash, the isolated incidents were 
simply not enough to be viewed as a pervasive and hos-
tile environment.

FCA claim
Cash also claimed that his firing violated the FCA, 

which forbids an employer from retaliating against an 
employee who reports that the employer “knowingly 
presented false or fraudulent claims to the federal gov-
ernment for payment or approval.” He alleged that dur-
ing his 90-day PIP, he found evidence that coworkers 
inflated their work order numbers. After he reported 
the issue to his union and supervisor, the supervisor re-
viewed the orders and found “an anomaly where there 
w[ere] overlaps on some of the work orders for the man-
hour . . . counts.” The supervisor corrected the errors 
and notified the union. The correction, however, didn’t 
affect workers’ overall numbers. Cash’s FCA claim was 
based entirely on the report. In other words, he claimed 
Lockheed terminated him for reporting inflated work 
order numbers to his union and the company.

The 10th Circuit rejected Cash’s FCA claim for two 
reasons. First, he provided no evidence that he planned 
to report anything to the federal government. Because 
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the FCA provides whistleblower protection only to employees 
who make reports to the federal government, his claim had to be 
dismissed. Second, he provided no evidence that he was fired be-
cause he reported coworkers’ inflation of work time. Rather, the 
evidence showed that Lockheed fired him because of productiv-
ity problems. Cash v. Lockheed Martin Corp., No. 16-2194 (10th Cir., 
April 13, 2017).

Lessons learned
The ADA has many moving parts. It requires employers to, 

among other things, provide reasonable accommodations to dis-
abled employees, and it prohibits the creation and perpetuation 
of hostile work environments.

When it comes to reasonable accommodations, realize that 
employees do not have to use magic words or fill out a special 
form. If a situation indicates that an employee is disabled and 
wants assistance, the employer must engage in an informal inter-
active process to find a reasonable accommodation. In this case, 
the audiologist’s note was enough to trigger that obligation in 
light of the fact that it came after Cash received a written warn-
ing that raised his hearing issues. Lockheed realized what its ob-
ligations were and took reasonable steps to accommodate him.

As for the ADA’s prohibition on hostile work environments, em-
ployers would be well served to communicate and implement pol-
icies forbidding abusive behavior. Employees who engage in abu-
sive conduct should be disciplined so that isolated incidents are just  
that—isolated and unrelated events, not evidence of a perva-
sively abusive environment.

Finally, Cash’s FCA claim is an important reminder, par-
ticularly for employers that contract with the federal govern-
ment. The first lesson: Don’t provide fraudulent or false claims 
to the federal government for payment or approval. The sec-
ond lesson: Don’t retaliate against an employee who blows the 
whistle on violations. D
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